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TOP RIGHT: A VIEW OF THE
WELL STOCKED, EXPANSIVE
BAR, ILLUMINATED BY THE
COPPER DOWNLIGHTING
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PRIVATE DINING ROOM HAS A
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AND A WALL INSTALLATION
OF TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY
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BOUNTY OPPOSITE PAGE
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asalt Napa holds a special
location on the riverfront in
Downtown Napa. It’s near the
original embarcadero where in
the days before automobiles,
19th-century settlers and
travelers would disembark the
ferries and begin their journey
in the burgeoning valley with
a strong sense of optimism for
building a new community.
Basalt’s welcoming, collaborative design and soulful food embody this same spirit for
the newly connected generation while paying homage
to its history.
When the Moana Restaurant Group—whose Wine
Country portfolio also includes Redd and El Dorado
Kitchen—acquired the riverfront property, they hired
Rapt Studio designers Sarah Geisenhagen and Thad
Geldert to reimagine the existing restaurant spaces.
Their goal, said Giesenhagen, was to “create an atmosphere for the community to enjoy that was less of an
archetype and had more of an inviting approach.” They
began by editing out the exterior awnings, planters, and
entry archway and repositioning the entry door to a
more central location that showcased the kitchen.
Inside, Rapt Studio completely transformed the previously large and deeply divided restaurant into a more
balanced and cohesive space with two dining areas
unified by a long showcase bar. On the river side a traditional dining area is anchored by a gorgeous communal
table made of concrete and 4-inch slab of Parota wood
from Mexico. At night, the table glows under a stunning
light fixture, drawing one’s eyes to the open kitchen and
chef Esteban Escobar at work.
The impressive scale of the 19-seat bar anchors the
space as a modern-day watering hole. The cylindrical
downlighting—designed collaboratively by Rapt Studio
and Jason Gregory of Makr—creates an intimate aura at
night. In the spirit of its collective design approach, Rapt
collaborated with local artists and fabricators on 80
percent of the furnishings and lighting in the restaurant.
Cocktails, overseen by Jason “Buﬀalo” LoGrasso, are
reinterpreted classics like the Downtown Napa cocktail,
a Forager’s old fashioned
made of savory rye imbued
with orange, bitters, and the
complex, subtle sweetness
of Candy Cap mushrooms.
LoGrasso has also assembled a focused selection
of local and international
brews and wines that pair
perfectly with the food.
On the other side of the
bar is a more casual dining
area with comfortable hightop tables and

window-ledge seating. The antique piano lining the
wall is framed by a variety of 1920s music rolls and
newspapers that Giesenhagen says play on “realism and
optimism…it’s a space to have fun in.”
The look is completed with comfortable furnishings made with earthy materials such as leather, wood,
and plated metals, as well as remarkable lighting. Wall
installations featuring turn-of-the-century time punch
cards and 1970s infinity clocks were designed collaboratively with Antlre as a play on the value of time, “aiming
to push guests to enjoy their time together,” says Rapt
Studio designer Sarah Giesenhagen.
Inspired by the early Spanish, Mexican, and
Portuguese settlers who worked the quarries from which
Basalt found its name, chef Esteban Escobar infuses
rich, cultural flavor into all of his dishes, such as the succulently seasoned, slow-roasted pork shoulder with fava
beans, braised cabbage, and tomatillo salsa.
Seasonal small bites and starters serve as the perfect
mates for casual cocktails followed by mouthwatering
entrees including achiote- and cocoa-marinated baby
black cod or Sonoma duck breast with seasonal morel
mushrooms, sweet pea mash, and mint marigold; or
double-portion shared plates such as whole fried branzino and whole roasted Mary’s organic chicken.
Basalt’s hours per their website: Monday-Thursday: 5pm10pm Friday: 5pm-11pm Saturday: 10am-11pm Sunday:
10am-10pm 790 Main Street at 3rd Street, Downtown Napa

Their goal was to
“CREATE AN
ATMOSPHERE
FOR THE
COMMUNITY
to enjoy that was
less of an
archetype and
had more
of an INVITING
APPROACH.”
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